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The number 1# 1 NY Times bestseller--right now in trade paperback for the first time!In this #1 New York
Instances bestseller (originally published as My Beef with Meat), Rip Esselstyn arms readers with the 36
most powerful facts that prove, forever, that a plant-based diet can save your life. Have more powerful
bones than milk could ever offer you? Eat plants! Do you wish to: Prevent cancer, heart attacks, stroke,
and Type 2 Diabetes? Eat plants! Lose weight and look great? Eat plant life! Avoid harmful carcinogens
and contaminants? Eat vegetation! On top of these arguments are 150 other reasons why plant life
rule--as in 150 delicious, mouth-watering Engine 2 dishes, including 10 that are exclusive to the new
edition. Prepare to eat well, be healthful, and live plant-strong!
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Exceptional combination of facts and recipes to kickoff your Plant Strong lifestyle I first became thinking
about a Plant Based Diet after watching the documentary Meals Inc. Was exactly like "My Beef with
Meats".. This reserve solved that problem and actually kicked off my new Plant Strong way of
living..Wondering where you might get started, I came across this book was highly recommended online.
I was happy to discover that not only is there fantastic quality recipes, but it also informative text for the
questions you get from every single person if they discover out you have stopped eating dairy, meat, and
oil. Where do you get your protein? You won't be getting the vitamins. The Mediterranean diet plan may
be the healthiest, not plant life, and so on, and so forth. Rip's writing design is easy to read and digest.The
recipes are fantastic and contain ingredients you ought to be in a position to find in your neighborhood
grocery store, not just a whole foods or equivalent produce forward chain. One advisory warning, this was
all made easier because we already owned a food processor. Not that it's necessary for ALL recipes, but I
find myself using it multiple occasions per week and it might be quite hard to proceed if all of the dishes
that sounded delicious needed a tool that prohibited me from making it. Look out for nuts seeds and
avocados because they're high in calories? I like that the quality recipes are mainly from scratch and didn't
make use of vegan cheat foods like tofurkey or other 'meat nicotine patch' items. My wife hasn't really
committed, and that's fine. I can individually vouch for the quality and deliciousness of these recipes
because Not long ago i attended a Farms2Forks 3-time immersion weekend put on by Rip and the people
at Engine 2 and Forks Over Knives. They make use of whole plant foods without added natural oils, or
salt, a smallest amount of sweeteners. Among the experts in this field that Rip has drawn upon and
worked closely with in obtaining the message out that there is a solution to the American healthcare crisis
are T.The Absolute stick out for me personally was the Mad Greek Gyros which combined the Scary Easy
Saitan, Tzatziki sauce, and JR's pizza dough. It was jaw dropping on not merely how good this tasted, but
the flavors were i'm all over this.That said, not every recipe is a slam dunk. It contains information and
references for why the alter makes sense and an excellent selection of recipes to try out. In case you are
expecting the plant centered chorizo to be like chorizo, you're in trouble. It is a "will need to have" on any
meals lovers book list.. If you do not like Rubens, you are not going to like a Plant Structured Ruben. I
have experienced positive results so far from the modification, and will certainly thank this publication for
helping with the transition. Great answers to the main questions in regards to a WFPB diet - Clear and
concise responses(average 4 web pages each) to basically every reason people make up to aid why they
shouldn't be eating a WFPB diet- One of the most controversial topics - Protein, Vitamin B12, Paleo, Cost,
The Mediterranean Diet plan, The Athlete, Moderation (35 in total)- He makes great, brief arguments but
this book does not necessarily give you the references if you are really picky- If you want a large number
of primary journal articles from research studies, research "The China Research," and "How Never to
Die"- This Book also has some great recipes with pictures- Only a side notice - after switching from the
typical American Diet plan to WFPB for just a few a few months my B/P dropped to perfect 105/65(from
130/80), I lost 10lbs of body fat that I did so not understand that I had, and today I have a 6-pack.and 
Cookbook Plant-Based Library This new offering from Rip Esselstyn and Engine 2 is a winner..spent more
time giving an answer to health-related medical emergencies brought on by obesity, heart disease,
diabetes etc. Rip does not have any political axe to grind, rather his entire focus is usually on presenting
the most recent scientific validated research and facts in an accessible manner to help the reader consider
charge of his/her very own health. Despite its cheeky attitude, My Beef With Meat is definitely not
another crash diet book, but a significant book which will contribute much to health insurance and palate.
Really helped me make quality recipes that tasted great, while omitting essential oil. It's written for the
American open public: for those who are young, aged, sick, healthy or just average meat-consuming joes
and janes.. Even after nearly 2 years eating a whole food, plant-centered "plant-strong" diet plan, and
delving into the many superb offerings in this field, I learned new details. Rip writes in a great, engaging,



nonthreatening design with chapters covering such topics as "Animal Protein is definitely Dead Wrong",
"The Mediterranean Myth", "Plant life Are Bone-Strong", "Plants IMPROVE Your Pecker", "Oil may be
the New Snake Essential oil", "Carbs Are King! After having spent ten years counting calories, factors,
and food portion sizes with small permanent effect on my fat nor switch in my underlying health, eating a
whole food plant structured diet going back two years has exposed an entire world of delicious,
nutritious, health-giving abundance. Lose Weight. The hosting Hyatt resort served our group of over 300
guests abundant buffets that followed the requirements of this lifestyle and served a large number of the
recipes from My Beef With Meat--definitely an initial for the chef and kitchen personnel used to cooking
food up eggs, steaks, and pastries for business conferences.mainly because I couldn't find more than
enough recipes to provide me a varied food plan. Rip brings his own stellar credentials and first hand
encounters as as a long-period plant eating firefighter and top professional athlete to the duty along with
drawing on the research and expertise of several of the leaders in this field. Rip is normally a previous fire-
fighter who in his work detailed in his initial book The Engine 2 Diet plan: The Texas Firefighter's 28-Day
Save-Your-Life Program that Lowers Cholesterol and Burns Away the Pounds  My Beef With Meats packs
a mega-load of extremely well researched recent nutritional information into 36 very brief chapters that
dispel many myths and misconceptions about nourishment and wellness. than to fires. I love building the
oatmeal cookies! Boy to Dr. Caldwell Esselstyn (Prevent and Reverse CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE: The
Revolutionary, Scientifically Proven, Nutrition-Based Treatment] [[ASIN:B005K23S20 Forks Over Knives]
Rip also saw first hands the profoundly positive effect of plant-based diets in his father's center
individuals.0, Plane Jane Hummus, Fast and Fresh Marinara sauce, Banana-oatmeal cookies, and Damn
Good Cookies. Colin Campbell (The China Study: The Most Comprehensive Research of Diet Ever
Conducted And the Startling Implications for Diet, Weight Reduction, And Long-term Wellness  - And I
still drink a few beers(not part of the diet) - A Kitchen Keeper for Your Nourishment &Whole: Rethinking
the Science of Nourishment, Dr. John McDougall The Starch Remedy: Eat the Foods You Love, Regain
YOUR WELLBEING, and Lose the Excess weight for Good! Lots of hearty, manly options like bean
burgers, etc. Doug Lisle.Today for the recipe section in my own Beef With Meat: The 140 new plant-
strong recipes in my own Beef With Meat are easy and delicious without needing to locate exotic
ingredients.Examples of our favorites include Zeb's Waffles, Dark Bean and Lovely Potato quesadillas,
JR's Pizza and Flatbread Dough, Better-milk Biscuits (with the Mommy's Mushroom Gravy), Kale Butter
2. We are able to enjoy most of the recipes collectively and she can add a non-plant structured item if she
wishes. Feel Great", and "Be Done with Dumb Diets. Instead we ate such things as Black Bean and Nice
Potato Quesadillas, Dr. Seuss Stacked Polenta, Kale Ceviche Salad served with OMG Walnut Sauce, and
Damn Good Cookies for dessert. As you can tell, this book places the fun back into consuming. Rip's
sister, Jane Esselstyn, who was simply responsible for this section of the book also demonstrated a
number of the recipes through the weekend. A fantastic book.", "Eat Plants. I've been able to throw those
former constricting metrics out the windows, lose 40 pounds. and prevent numerous medications.
Because of the simple change of quitting all animal products and oil in favor of the style of consuming
advocated by Rip in my own Beef With Meat and increasing numbers of scientists medical and dietary
experts (Yes! That can be done it! Great quality recipes! My Beef With Meat is a five-star champion, a
Kitchen Keeper, a great addition to anyone's nutrition and cookbook library. Graet whole-food, plant-
based book A SUPER reserve for those interested in the plant-based diet. Some items will come off bland,
like the kale pesto sauce. I don't miss steak, cheese, ice cream, or doughnuts--my palate transformed in
about 28 days to prefer the flavor of vegetables, fruits, whole starches and grains, and legumes), I right
now maintain a newly slim weight and vibrant wellness. He is also a former top tier professional triathlete
and experienced personally positive adjustments in his athletic functionality when he shifted to a plant-
based diet. GREAT RECIPES AND Excess weight LOSS Cherished this book. I rode the fence for several



years trying to remain on a whole foods plant-based diet plan. It really is a Kitchen Keeper! I knew this
change wouldn't normally be sustainable if I could not look for a variety of food and tastes to try. It's been
2 months since I began this journey and have already lost over 10pounds and sit right under 15% surplus
fat." I particularly appreciated the chapter on why eating plant-based is effective for higher level athletes,
"Plant-Strong: The Athlete's X-Element". I was generally stuck feeding on the same old foods and when I
got tired of eating basic rice, basic potatoes and salads with tasteless dressings, I would cave into my food
cravings for something nice and completely off strategy. Once I go through this reserve, it convinced me
to remain the training course. After trying many of the recipes, I found a complete new world of meals
with great flavor and my weight appeared to arrive off effortlessly. However the do make the common
argument that "additional diets" will stop working when you are off them and you will gain all of your
lost weight back again. It is a terrific and informative intro for those considering making a change with
their diet to lose excess weight and improve their health as well as a valuable way for those who have
embraced this diet-style to know what to say when friends and family inevitably lob queries and criticism
in their path.To sum this up, this book is a wonderful gateway to a plant based way of living..I keep it
handy in my kitchen for great tips and superb, easy recipes. Great for WFPB Great recipes. The science
made sense, therefore i wished to try changing my diet plan to better fall into line with their
recommendations for nutrition. Just changed the cover. Great book. Has wonderful and easy recipes Great
book. Has fantastic and easy recipes. This is a book appropriate both for newbies and veterans of whole
food plant-based diets. The recipes certainly are a great addition to my growing assortment of plant-based
meals!My Beef With Meat makes an excellent gift book for friends and family, family, and work
colleagues who would like to take charge of their personal health, or express authentic interest or
skepticism in why you ignore hamburgers at the BBQ, eschew olive oil and ice cream in favor of a plain
baked potato topped with veggies, fruit and the Date Nut Chocolate Pie you made from this book and
brought for dessert. I bought it solely for the recipes and have not been disappointed., nutritionist Jeff
Novick, and psychologist Dr. Not that easy Rip and family are obviously really stoked about the vegan
diet and its very healthy effects. So happy that I found this book. But really the same is truth with this
vegan diet. And boy could it be low-cal, and what? simply no fats or oils?It's been incredibly entertaining
making pizza dough from scratch and learning about what things such as tempeh and saitan are. So, yay,
eat a vegan diet plan, all you can consume, don't bother with vitamins, but without meat, dairy, processed
food items, and body fat, "delicious" is a phrase you will have to redefine yourself. Good health book
Very easy to learn and also informative.
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